How to buy your dream kitchen

From dream to reality. With our help or on your own. Use our planning tools such as the free online Kitchen Planner to get started. But if you’d like a bit of help, we’re ready to lend a hand. We can help plan, measure your room, deliver your kitchen, and even assemble and install it for you. Look inside for easy steps towards buying your kitchen.
1. **Get inspired**
   Take your time to explore our kitchen range. Visit the IKEA store and stroll around our kitchen department (don’t forget to pick up a copy of the IKEA Kitchen Brochure). Or get online and visit www.IKEA.com.au/kitchen for even more kitchen ideas and inspiration.

2. **Measure and mark**
   Measuring correctly is a key part of the kitchen buying process and ensures the success of your kitchen installation. The more thorough you are, the easier it will be to create your new kitchen. Get step-by-step instructions in our IKEA Kitchen Brochure.
   For peace of mind, our Kitchen Installation Service Provider can visit you at home and complete the measuring at a reasonable cost.

3. **Start planning**
   Things to consider for an efficient kitchen: kitchen layout, work zones and storage solutions. Pick up a Kitchen Planning Guide in store for information, tips and ideas. All done? Use our kitchen planner to design and furnish your kitchen in 3D. It’s free of charge and available at your IKEA store or can be downloaded at www.IKEA.com.au/kitchenplanner. You can save all your ideas and designs on our server and access them all in-store. Don’t hesitate to contact our IKEA kitchen experts if you need any kind of help to plan your kitchen.

4. **Time to finalise**
   Lighting, mouldings, wall organisers and perhaps a kitchen trolley - what do you need to make your new kitchen work perfectly for you? Decide what additional functions you’d like to add to your kitchen.

5. **We support you**
   Need some help measuring, transporting, installing or financing your new kitchen? No problem, contact your nearest IKEA store for more information about our services or visit www.IKEA.com.au/services
What’s in the price?

Two prices make it easier to compare.
There are two prices for every kitchen; a Floor Plan Kitchen Price and a Straight Line Kitchen Price. This is the way we’ve calculated the prices to make it easier for you to compare.

Floor Plan Kitchen Price

15m²

This is the exact price of the presented kitchen. The price includes frames, fronts, benchtops, legs, plinths, cover panels, decostrips/mouldings, fitted interior fittings, door/drawer dampers and knobs/handles. Price excludes sinks, taps, appliances, lighting and accessories. Unless otherwise stated. Door/drawer dampers sold separately on HÄRLIG kitchens.

Straight Line Kitchen Price

220 cm

All our kitchens have a Straight Line Kitchen Price which allows you to compare kitchen prices with different fronts. The Straight Line Kitchen Price is based on 8 frames, illustrated by the diagram above, with the selected front stated in the Floor Plan Kitchen Price. The price includes frames, the selected front, PRÅGEL benchtops, legs, plinths, cover panels, fitted interior fittings, door/drawer dampers and KOSING knobs/handles. Price excludes sinks, taps, appliances, lighting and accessories. Unless otherwise stated. Door/drawer dampers sold separately on HÄRLIG kitchens.
Made for everyday life. Tested accordingly.

Cabinets, drawers and shelves: To ensure they’re really durable we put the weight of enough dinner plates to feed your child’s football team on an 80 cm wide shelf and keep it there for a week.

Kitchen fronts: Breakfast, lunch and dinner. You open your cabinets many times each day. We hang 2 kg on a door and then open and close it 200,000 times to ensure it stands years and years of everyday use.

Benchtops: Your benchtop must stand hot plates and splashes, so we drench it in water, oil and coffee and then we impact-test the top and edges to make sure they’re durable. Excludes ‘Custom Made’ benchtops by Caesarestone® and Formca®.

Sinks: If it’s one thing a sink has to put up with, it’s water. Stainless sinks are dipped into salt water to make sure there’s no corrosion. And ceramic sinks are tested so they don’t crack when you pour hot pasta water into them.

Taps: You use the tap a lot—washing, pouring and rinsing. We test durability by turning it on and off 210,000 times. Then we switch from hot to cold another 140,000 times and make sure that there are no leaks.

To find out more pick up the FAKTUM Quality brochure in the Kitchen Department.
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